Abstract: With a bow force grater than the %helieng maximum and careful bow control, it is possible on a violin to produce sounds of definite pitch ranging from approximately a musid tilrd to as much as two @ves below the nornud pitch. These anomalous low fiquencies occur when the bow force is great enough to prevent the Helmholtz tink from trigering the normal rel=e of the string from the bow hair, and the release is tri~ered later by another part of the mmplex waveform. Some musid appli~tions of the effeet are discussed.
RODUCTION
If a bow form much higher than normal is used on a violin or viola the usual result is a raucous non-periodic sound which a player normal Iy avoids. It is possible, however, with very mreful bow control for bow form above the Schelleng maximum, to produce suswined perid]c sounds with a daite pitch much lower than that obtained with normal bowing or plucking. Tortes r~dily obtained with a given string include approximately a musi~l 3rd,~ve, 9th, 12th, and slightly over two octaves below the free vibration fundamental frquency fOof the s@ing.
SinW initial observations on a violin showd that the results depended on the type of string used, but not on the particular instrument, it was decided to mount the string on a monochord which, when bowd and the motion detectti optically, yielded the same ALF tones, This facilitate the recording of waveform measurements which providd information nded for an interpretation of the production mechanism.
Though it is difficult to sustain these low tortes for more than a few seconds and the sounds are much less pleasant than those for normal bowing, there have been some musical applications which are discussed.
MEASUNME~S ON A WOLIN~MONOCHORD AND lNTE~RETATION
A description of the instrumentation and additional resuIts are presentd elsewhere(1). Examples of sound spectra are shown in Fig. 1 . Sin@ the size of a violin is not large enough for a strongly radiatd tidamental for a normally bowed open G string the absence of the kdarnental in the display in (c) is to be expwted. The precise fi~ency associated with the approximate musical third or ninth blow normal is a fiction of bow position. The fundamental fiquency of ALF is a linearly increasing function of the bridge-tebow distanw m shown in Fig For the monochord measurements the string was held by collets mounted rigidly to a steel beam md separated by the standard bridge-t~nut distance of a violin. The string was bowed in the same region as on a violin. Optical detectors at the "bridge," "nut", and nm the bow were used to measure the string displacement at those points. Examples of the wavef~s are shown in Fig. 2 . Other examples are given in reference (1). In the Hehnholtz model for normal bowing, as described by Schelleng [2], the string and bow move together during the sticking portion of the cycle until the traveling kink (or corner) arrives at the bow to trigger the relof the string for the slipping part of the cycle. Thus the traveling kink, which has a period the same as fiat of a fiecly vibrating string, serves as a synchroniztig signal to ensure that the period for the slip-stick prtiss is the same as the natural period of vibration TOof the string. It however, the bow force is grat enough the mtium~sverse frictional force exerted by the bow on the string is sufficient to prevent the HelmhoIti kink from triggering the release of the string from the bow hair, and the Helmholtz process is def=ted. Afier the failed relmse, the bow continues in the sticking part of the cycle to displace the sbing further from its equilibrium position until some f~ture of the waveform is sufficient to trigger the slipping process. If mefil bow control is exercised it is possible for a periodic motion with a longer than normal period to occur as a result of regular triggering by the same part of the waveform for each~le. Since the bow now serves as a quasi-termination point for the string, the waveform for ALF will be much more mmplex than for HehnhoItz motion as a result ofmultiple bow-nut and bow-bridge reflections of the transverse waves. Reflected torsional waves probably also play an important role in triggerhg the rel~e of the string. Computer modeling of the bowing process, taking into accowt reflections ofboth transverse and torsional waves, has been carried out by Guettler [3] .~S ICAL APPLICATIONS A significant stimulation of our investigations oceurrd with reports of musiml use of the effwt. In a review by E. RothStein (4)of a debut recital in 1994 by Mari Kimura at Merkin Hall in New York City, there was reference to a "revolutionary bowing technique" used to produce unusual low pitches. Neuwirth (5) includes a more extensive report of Kimura's use of the "undertone" or "subharmonic" phenomenon. Compowr George Krum in Black Ange/sfor Electric String -et calls for production of these low tones as well as use of another phenomenon known as the "flattening eff~t" (6), (7). Paganini's use of the technique has also been discussed (8).
